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Digital Magazines and the iPad
Posted on September 1, 2010 by Admin
By Steve Dodge
If you listened to all of the hype surrounding the introduction of Apple’s iPad, you would have
thought that perhaps it would provide a cure for cancer or miraculously get everyone on the
same page on global warming. One of the other lofty claims is that it would single-handedly save
the publishing industry with its enhanced ability to deliver digital magazines and books.
No cures for cancer have been announced, iPad generated or otherwise, since the iPad’s April
2010 debut and there is still a wide disparity on global warming between the apparent scientific
consensus and government action. Also, while Amazon.com announced recently that sales of its
digital books had for the first time passed sales of its dead tree scrolls (traditional books), it’s
unclear what role, if any, the Amazon Kindle app for the iPad played because Amazon doesn’t
share those numbers. Apple’s iBooks application, though, was for several months the leading
free app in the iTunes store. Sales of the iPad passed the 1 million mark in May. About the same
time Apple reported iBooks downloads totaling 1.5 million. Those aren’t exactly “savior” numbers,
but certainly is an impressive start.
I mention iBooks because no one in Magazine Land has yet captured its elegance, logical page
turning, zooming or search ability for digital magazines. Most efforts I have seen have
emphasized creating a whole new magazine “experience” with eye-popping graphics and
photos. The result, as in the much ballyhooed Popular Science app, has been beautiful and
innovative, but fraught with confusing and difficult navigation.
Wired magazine’s app has done a much, much better job. Navigation is for the most part
magazine-like and logical. Marvelous imbedded animations supplement and wow without
overwhelming. Some of the interactive additions in the magazine’s iPad debut like the Mars
landing graphic are a little like playing a game (one must time the touch of swirling satellites just
right to see information behind them) rather than a controlled interactive experience. But, it’s cool
and it mostly works. Curiously, though, the Wiredapp has no ability to zoom in and out with
iPhone and iPad finger gestures, a real drawback.
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Another entry into the digital magazine horse race is Zinio, a company that has been a leader in
developing mainstream titles for desktop and mobile delivery. Soon after the iPad debuted, Zinio
announced their new app for the iPad and iPhone. While the app is free, users initially could buy
individual magazines for about the price of a newsstand copy. That price point proved to be
controversial, with many arguing the publisher’s savings in not printing or mailing should be
passed on to the consumer. Prices for many titles are now less than newsstand costs. Either
way, the Zinio app leads the pack at the moment because it delivers digital magazines that look
like a print magazine, navigate like a print magazine, but also utilize the iPad’s finger-gesture
controls for zooming in and out. Reading Smithsonian this way is not quite as satisfying as the
print edition, but you can carry around several issues without harming your back. With Rolling
Stone magazine’s special 500 Greatest Songs issue, Zinio continues to innovate. Readers can
tap an icon to read about each song, another to hear a sample of the song and, of course,
another to buy the song in iTunes. Though navigation is sometimes an issue–like finding your way
back to a page after touching on a link that sends you to the middle of the magazine—it’s a very
engaging product that takes full advantage of the iPad screen and finger controls.
Announcements of new iPad magazines are happening almost daily and while it remains to be
seen if they will be the significant new revenue stream publishers are hoping for, readers are
certainly getting more options for delivery of their favorite titles.
Screenshots
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7 THOUGHTS ON “DIGITAL MAGAZINES AND THE IPAD”
Suggested Links
http://www.zinio.com/
http://www.apple.com/ipad/
http://www.padgadget.com/
http://www.wired.com/magazine/2010/05/mag_editors_letter/
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Royce Parkinson
on January 30, 2014 at 6:16 PM said:
Hello my friend! I wish to say that this post is amazing, great written and include
approximately all important infos. I
hostgator coupon
on January 30, 2014 at 10:20 PM said:
Hello, Neat post. There is a problem with your website iin web
explorer, might check this? IE still is the market leader and a good element of other folks
will pass over your excellent
writing because of this problem.
iherb coupons
on February 1, 2014 at 2:29 AM said:
You could definitely see your expertise in the article you
write. The sector hopes for more passionate writers such as you who aren’t
afraid to mention how they believe. All the time go after your heart.
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web page
on February 3, 2014 at 6:07 PM said:
My developer is trying to persuade me to move to .net from PHP.
I have always disliked the idea because of the costs.
But he’s tryiong none the less. I’ve been using Movable-type on a variety of websites
for about a year and am concerned about switching to another platform.
I have heard fantastic things about blogengine.net. Is there a
way I can transfer all my wordpress posts into it? Any help would be greatly appreciated!
hotel in gulmarg
on February 4, 2014 at 10:31 AM said:
Your style is really unique in comparison to other people I’ve read
stuff from. Thanks for posting when you’ve got the opportunity,
Guess I’ll just book mark this blog.
Sachiko Immerman
on February 5, 2014 at 6:04 PM said:
Apple iPod World provides free information, reviews on all products related to the Apple
iPod, these include the iPod Classic, Touch, Nano and Shuffle.
Lowell Dalonzo
on February 6, 2014 at 5:35 AM said:
Hey! I know this is kinda off topic however , I’d figured I’d ask. Would you be interested
in trading links or maybe guest authoring a blog article or vice-versa? My blog goes over
a lot of the same topics as yours and I believe we could greatly benefit from each other.
If you’re interested feel free to shoot me an email. I look forward to hearing from you!
Terrific blog by the way!
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